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Abstract

  

The research is devoted to analysis of an original and peculiar source, written appeals of
revolutionary terrorists and militants to tsarist authorities and institutions. This type of
documents is known in source studies as “letters to power” and has been subject of numerous
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studies and publications, mostly in form of collective peasants’ appeals to authorities at various
crisis points in the Russian history of the early 20th century. However, appeals of revolutionary
terrorists and militants to population and administration have not yet been subject to analysis
and research due to their sparsity, location in local archives, and unwillingness of party
committees and police to make them known to general public. Terrorists’ appeals to the
authorities were essential to terrorism: this was their way to proclaim and make public their
demands and reasons for violence. However, party committees always strongly resisted
individual militants entering into communication, as they considered terrorist attacks as party
activity, were wary of police provocations and concerned about secrecy. Therefore, we can
assume that the militants’ appeals to the administration are indirect evidence of their autonomy
or independence from parties and committees. Such appeals were mostly made in the following
two instances: when militants actively participated in action and when they were hiding from
police persecution for a long time. Appeals could be verbose or concise, addressed directly to
the authorities, or to a certain official, or distributed via media, or left as a note on the crime
scene. They mocked police for their incapability to arrest the author, emphasized disinterested
or party nature of their combat activity, announced future crimes. Detailed letters often
proclaimed that the author had to resort to criminal action due to errors of prior administration.
The authors implicitly or explicitly indicated their willingness to end their struggle, if they were to
be granted pardon, or if the persecution were to be ceased. Numerous appeals of militants and
terrorists to the authorities strongly suggest that social and political crisis of the Russian society
was quite deep; they are an important sign of systematically organized party terrorism, as well
as a vivid source for studying social and psychological atmosphere in the crisis of the early 20th
century in Russia.
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